
6/28/71 

Dear Mae, 

Many tali thanks for your voluainous and helpful res
ponse on Jaworeki. I have 

had to lay that writing aside for pressing needs on
 suits, so I've not time to read 

it now. I'll do that as soon as I can return to the
 writing, which I am anxious to 

complete. I have that chapter retyped, but can add 
to it. 

I do not have Litton's book because I already bad t
hat stuff. However, it has 

been so long since I've looked at it, I do not reca
ll sex icearly an I'd like. I'll, 

save to go over all of it again when I can. 

One of the other things that has been baffling me i
s where I saw that Dean Storey 

(Robert was in the OSS. Was that in these ex seas
 transcripts, too? If you remember, 

the citation -will be enough. I can then find it i
n the session of that date. 

Your foundations clips include sources I know I do 
not have, like LA Tines, 

I think the current flap about the Pentagon Papers 
is very healthy. I wish the 

papers' lawyers  had had more time to prepare 
their arguments, for there are areas 

they could not explore and apparently had no knowle
dge of, 

Your radio appearance sounds excitiag. If you go ah
ead and do it regularly, 

you will find it stimulating and challenging, but
 also an intrusion into your 

regular life. I think you'll enjoy it much, tho. 

I read. Kaiser's book when it first Came out, He then said he'
d see me when he 

was in this area. He has been twice that I know of 
and hasn't phoned, so, having 

more to do than any one person can. I've forgotten 
that. There was a real opportunity 

there, eepe because he had all the PZI reports. Too
 bad. But maybe Blehr's efforts 

will cause something. There has been little in the 
papers here, but I have her 

submission, or at least all that appeared in the F
reep, and it is imp aside, if it 

is also incomplete. Don't know anything about her. 

In the event the foregoing is not explicit, I am pr
eparing to file more suits. 

Again thanks, and good luck! 



6-24-71 
Thursday evening 

Dear Hal, 
Sorry about leaving out the Saworski information. 
Enclosed is a load for you.Maybe it needs explanation.' picked 

out from my "Foundations" notebook what I think you wanted. 
Several pages,marked together and on top, are from the book 

put together by David Lifton.I know you must havd it, the meetings of 
the Comtission. It is very importantIllone of my bewt books.There are 
three references to Jaworski in these meetings of the Commission. 

Then,in 1967, the New York Times broke the story about the CIA 
Foundations.I took every article at the time,from New York Times, 
Newsweek,Time Mag.etc...and cross indexed these articles..to names, 
foundations, If you read these articles very carefully,you find the 
Anderson foundation,JaworkkI5foundation...and Sarah Hughes,the Dallas 
and Houston foundations,Mecom,DeMohrenschild's friends,etc.etc. 

Maybe you have all this..but if not, it is worth spending a day 
or two to unravel,and having the dates,you can get more at the library. 
There was more in the Newsweek article,' only copied on part for you, 
with extra names below I added. By the time this came out,I had alreaag 
figured Marina Oswalds entry through Greek Orthodox Church,so this was 
of interest to see the links onppaper. 

What do you think of the New York Times articles?I was asked to 
speak on an FM station here in Carmel to discuss the importance of the 
1964-65 escalation and the death of JFK. I talked for 45 minutes 
on all political assassinations,their importance in 1971 and particualntly 
in the next year to come. 

People called in questions afterwards,and there was a great 
response.The radio station has been swamped with calls...all peettive, 
enthusiastic.They called back today,want me back again.I may do a daily 
show each morning, 20 or 30 minuntes analyzing the morning news..each 
day,and how it relates to the 1963 coup and other deaths..such as new 
things on Ray..like ppur book, suits on the archives,etc.Then follow 
this with 20 minutes of phone calls.The calls gave me a broad range of 
ways to answer questions, always on the basis of my knowledge of 
government,state dept,congress,etc.Will let you know if I decide to do 
this work.Peop&& are anxious now for facts..and I can reach a lot of 
people this way. 

Just finished readig carefully Kaiser's book...so that I could 
discuss it with him. That was ;614 pages of nothing.About seven facts 
in the whole thing.How do people get away with this? And sell?It is 
at the Thunderbird books store here,mow, in paperback.When I talked 
with Kaiser he knew nothing about: the Sirhan connections to the 
Greek Orthodox Church.' know more about their background than he 
EVER WANTED ME TO KNOW..OR HE INTENDED TO FIND OUT. Slick pat answers, 
put out in a hurry,which do not tax the brain or anger the sleeping 
citizen, like pablum,roll off the presses. 

Good luck.Hope this helps you. 
regards 


